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On the theory of the strange and unconventional isotopic effects
in ozone formation
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The strange mass-independent isotope effect for the enrichment of ozone and the contrastingly
unconventional strong mass-dependent effect of individual reaction rate constants are studied using
statistical ~RRKM!-based theory with a hindered-rotor transition state. Individual rate constant
ratios of recombination reactions and enrichments are calculated. The theory assumes~1! an
‘‘ h-effect,’’ which can be interpreted as a small deviation from the statistical density of states for
symmetric isotopomers, compared with the asymmetric isotopomers, and~2! weak collisions for
deactivation of the vibrationally excited ozone molecules. A partitioning effect controls the
recombination rate constant ratios. It arises from small differences in zero-point energies of the two
exit channels of dissociation of an asymmetric ozone isotopomer, which are magnified into large
differences in numbers of states in the two competing exit channel transition states. In enrichment
experiments, in contrast, this partitioning factor disappears exactly@Hathorn and Marcus, J. Chem.
Phys. 112, 9497 ~2000!#, and what remains is theh-effect. Both aspects can be regarded as
‘‘symmetry driven’’ isotopic effects. The two experiments, enrichments and rate constant ratios, thus
reveal markedly different theoretical aspects of the phenomena. The calculated low-pressure ozone
enrichments, the low-pressure recombination rate constant ratios, the effects of pressure on the
enrichment, on the individual recombination rate constant ratios, and on the recombination rate
constant are consistent with the experimental data. The temperature dependence of the enrichment
and of the recombination rate constant ratios is discussed and a variety of experimental tests are
proposed. The negative temperature dependence of the isotopic exchange rate constant for the
reaction16O118O18O→16O18O118O at 130 K and 300 K is used for testing or providing information
on the nature of a variationally determined hindered-rotor transition state. The theory is not limited
to ozone formation but is intended to apply to other reactions where a symmetrical stable or unstable
gas phase molecule may be formed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1415448#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many observations have been made of isotopic effect
ozone formation from the recombination of oxygen ato
and oxygen molecules. The results are summari
elsewhere.1 The experiments involve a ‘‘mass-independen
isotope effect in ozone formation in scrambled systems2–24

and contrastingly different experimental results25–29 in un-
scrambled systems. The latter show, instead, dramatic un
ventional mass-dependent effects. Additional experiments
clude the effect of temperature on the low-press
recombination rate constant, on the isotopic exchange
constant,30 and on the isotopic enrichments,12 and the effect
of pressure on isotopic enrichment9,12,13,28and on individual
recombination rate constant ratios,28 and on the rate
constant.31 The field itself may provide added insight int
diverse phenomena, such as stratospheric/tropospheric
ing, oxidative processes in the stratosphere and mesosp
interpretation of ancient and of planetary atmosphere,
other aspects.32–35

Both unscrambled and scrambled experiments are s
ied in theory. The former contain only XX and YY isoto

a!Electronic mail: ram@caltech.edu
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pomers of O2 , while in scrambled systems XY also exis
~X,Y516O,17O,18O). Accordingly, in unscrambled exper
ments vibrationally excited ozone isotopomers XYY* are
formed only from X1YY→XYY *, while in scrambled ex-
periments they are also formed from Y1XY→XYY *. The
relative importance of the two dissociation channels
XYY * in the theory1,36,37 is determined by a ‘‘partitioning
factor,’’ which in turn depends on whether the access
XYY * is from one or both channels. This difference in co
ditions leads in the kinetic scheme to a marked difference
the theoretical expressions36,37 for the two types of experi-
ments. In the current theory1 weak collisions play an impor-
tant role. Their use in the literature for treating activation
deactivation processes38–43 and treating pressure effects
well known.44–49

RRKM theory50,51 was used as the zeroth-order theo
with a small correction for the effective density of states
symmetric isotopomeric ozone molecules, XXX and XY
as compared with the asymmetric ones YXX or YXZ. Th
correction is apart from the usual symmetry numbers, wh
are also included. The ‘‘non-RRKM’’ correctionh is as-
sumed to be small, the density of states for the symme
ozone isotopomers being reduced by a factorh, chosen later
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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to be 1.18 at 300 K, buth is large in its consequence for th
‘‘mass-independent’’ phenomenon.1,36 More generally, an
asymmetric ozone such as YXX may also show deviat
from the statistical behavior, but the deviation is assum
greater for the symmetric ozones by a factorh.1 In the sym-
metric XXX* or XYX* certain anharmonic vibrational cou
pling and Coriolis rotational–vibrational coupling terms a
absent, because of symmetry restrictions, so leading
larger nonstatistical effect for the symmetric isotopomer36

The coupling terms are responsible for intramolecular sta
tical behavior. In principle, the ‘‘h-effect’’ could also origi-
nate from collisional rather than intramolecular propertie1

We amplify on this point later.
In a weak collision model rate equations are obtained

the population density of the vibrationally excited ozo
molecules as a function of the energyE and of the total
angular momentumJ. We use a strong collision model fo
the collisional angular momentum transfer of ozone, and
tain a one-dimensional energy space model for ozone
similar reduction has been used for unimolecu
dissociation.52

An important quantity in weak collisions is the avera
energy^DE& of downward transferDE for deactivating col-
lisions. Energy transfer is typically described by this^DE&
and is relatively insensitive to the possible functional form
the energy transfer.44,45 For simplicity, we use a step-ladde
model, in which energy is transferred between the exc
ozone molecule and a bath gas molecule in discrete step
DE per collision. At low pressures only one collision is im
portant during the lifetime of a vibrationally excited ozon
molecule and so then only energetic ozone molecules w
energy less thanDE above the threshold lead to a deac
vated ozone.

We also consider the isotopic exchange reaction
ozone: Information about the transition state for any reco
bination reaction, such as16O132O2→48O3, would normally
be obtained from the magnitude and temperature depend
of its high pressure rate constant. However, the behavio
the ozone formation rate constantkbi versus third-body pres
sure is complex at high pressures,31 and cannot be used fo
this purpose. Instead, we can obtain information from l
pressure data on the isotopic exchange reactions,30,53,54

16O118O2→16O18O118O. ~1.1!

The negative temperature coefficient30 of its rate constant
shows that the transition state is not ‘‘loose,’’ meaning th
the rotation of the reacting diatomic molecule in the tran
tion state is hindered: A free rotation leads to a positive
only an extremely small negative temperature dependen37

The theory is also used to treat three pressure effect
ozone formation: the effect on individual recombination ra
constant ratios for forming ozone isotopomers,28 on the iso-
topic enrichment,9,12,13,28and on the rate of the recombina
tion reaction 16O132O2→48O3 at different temperatures.31

The temperature effect on the isotopic enrichment12 and on
the individual recombination rate constant ratios is also d
cussed.

In summary, in the present paper we build on two p
vious papers from our group36,37and adds new features:~1! a
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weak collision model, using a step-ladder model for dea
vating and activating collisions,~2! a hindered-rotor varia-
tional transition state, which is also compared with the
sults from a free rotor, and~3! the treatment of a greate
variety of experimental effects as a consequence, suc
pressure and temperature effects. Earlier the room temp
ture data on ratios of reaction rates were treated with v
encouraging results,37 but because of the limitations of
loose transition state and of a strong collision model, anad
hocassumption was introduced: The calculated rate cons
ratios at room temperature were assumed to equal thos
130 K, where the transition state is indeed nearly loos37

This assumption is eliminated in the present paper.
We use extensively equations36 relating the enrichments

to the ratios of recombination rate constants. This relatio
independent of approximations such as hindered versus
rotor and weak versus strong collisions. A chemical kine
scheme was used to obtain it36 and is essential in any trea
ment of observables such as enrichments. The need f
scheme has sometimes been overlooked in the literature

The paper is organized as follows: the kinetic scheme
master equation approach, and the treatment of the hinde
rotor transition state theory are described in Sec. II. Expr
sions are obtained for the individual recombination react
rate constants, the enrichmentsd andE,36 and the rate con-
stants of isotopic exchange reactions. A numerical and
tially analytic procedure is used for treating pressure effe
for a recombination reaction. The expressions are use
Sec. III to calculate rate constants, enrichments, and pres
and temperature effects, and the results are discussed in
IV, which also contains a simple explanation of how sm
differences in zero-point energies of the competing e
channels of the dissociating molecule are magnified i
large unusual mass-dependent isotopic effects. Tempera
effects on isotopic enrichments and on rate constant ra
are also discussed there. Several experiments are sugg
to test different aspects of the theory.

II. THEORY

A. Kinetic scheme and rate constants

For the ozone formation we have the kinetic scheme

X1YZ→XYZ ~EJ!, kr
a~EJ!, ~2.1!

XYZ ~EJ!1M→XYZ ~E8J8!1M, v~EJ→E8J8!,
~2.2!

XYZ ~E8J8!→X1YZ, kd
a~E8J8!, ~2.3!

XYZ ~E8J8!→XY1Z, kd
b~E8J8!, ~2.4!

and, in a series of steps to form a stable ozone molecul
energyEl ,

XYZ ~EJ!1M→XYZ ~El ,J8!1M, v~EJ→El ,J8!,
~2.5!

where El is any energy sufficiently below the dissociatio
threshold that the XYZ has a negligible chance of reacq
ing enough energy to dissociate. OnlyE and total angular
momentumJ are conserved in individual reaction steps~2.1!,
~2.3!, and~2.4!. Thekr

a(EJ), kd
a(EJ), andkd

b(EJ) areE- and
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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139J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 116, No. 1, 1 January 2002 Theory of ozone formation
J-dependent rate constants of the recombination and di
ciation reactions, respectively, andv(EJ→E8J8) is the rate
per unitE of forming XYZ at (E8J8) from (EJ) by a colli-
sion with a third body M. The units ofkr

a(EJ) are~energy!21

~concentration!21 ~time!21, and those ofkd
a are ~time!21.

For the dissociation of XYZ* there exist the two distin-
guishable exit channelsa andb when XÞZ. For a symmetric
molecule, where X5Z, the designation (a,b) is omitted. By
convention,36,37 channela is the one with the lower zero
point energy of the diatomic species. Thus, the YZ in E
~2.3! has a lower zero-point energy than the XY in~2.4!.

We let c(EJ) denote the concentration of ozone mo
ecules in quantum states having any specified (EJ) per unit
energy E. The rate equation for a distribution functio
g(EJ), defined asc(EJ)/@X#@YZ#, is55

dg~EJ!

dt
5kr

a~EJ!2@kd
a~EJ!1kd

b~EJ!1v#g~EJ!

1(
J8

E
E8

v~E8J8→EJ!g~E8J8!dE8, ~2.6!

whereg(EJ) has units of~energy concentration!21 and v
denotes the total collision frequency,

v5(
J8

E v~EJ→E8J8!dE8. ~2.7!

The step-ladder model forv(EJ→E8J8) is introduced later.

B. Expressions for k r„EJ … and k d„EJ …

We consider first a general formulation which includ
triatomic molecules as a special case. A molecule with to
energy in (E,E1dE) and total angular momentumJ is
formed from the reacting pair. The energyEn

J(q) of a par-
ticular quantum statenJ along the reaction coordinateq has
a maximum at someq†, and its energy there is denoted b
En

J . In a recombination step, the probability of finding a p
of reactants with the specifiedJ and in a phase space volum
element dq dp for motion along q is (2J11)
3exp(2E/kBT)dq dp/hQa , whereQa is the partition func-
tion for the colliding pair. To obtain the incident probabilit
flux we divide bydq and multiply byq̇, the velocity along
the reaction coordinate. The contribution to the rate cons
from this J and energy range (E, E1dE) is obtained by
summing over all accessible statesn of the transition state
The recombination rate constantkr(EJ) is then

kr~EJ!5N~EJ!e2E/kBT/hQ, ~2.8!

where

N~EJ!5~2J11!(
n

h~E2En
J!, ~2.9!

and h(E2En
J) is a unit step function. We used the relatio

q̇ dp5(p/m)dp5d(p2/2m)5dE, m being the reduced mas
of motion alongq, and then divided bydE to obtain a rate
per unit E. Equations~2.8! and ~2.9! are equivalent to an
earlier result for bimolecular collisions.56 When the reaction
path leads to two different molecules and so bifurcate,
~2.9! requires a modification given later.
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Particularly in large systems it has been convenient
choose the position of the transition state to be at aq† which
depends only onJ and E.57 In this case Eq.~2.8! again ap-
plies but N(EJ) now denotes all accessible states at
given q. The q now is chosen to minimizeN(EJ) ~varia-
tional RRKM theory!. Sometimes it is convenient to choos
the position of the transition state so as to be determined
EJ and by some quantum numbers whose totality is deno
by a. In that case Eqs.~2.8!–~2.9! become, instead,

kr~EJ!5(
a

N~EJa!e2E/kBT/hQa , ~2.10!

whereN(EJa) is the number of quantum states of a spe
fied transition stateEJa and theq† for each (EJa) is deter-
mined variationally.

We consider next the rate constant for the dissociation
a vibrationally excited molecule. For any quantum staten the
number of quantum states alongq is againdq dp/h, and
dividing by dq and multiplying byq̇ we again haveq̇ dp/h,
i.e., dE/h. The number of quantum states of the parent m
ecule at the given (E,E1dE) and J is r(EJ)dE, where
r(EJ) is the density of the quantum states of the dissociat
molecule, and each quantum state (nJ) of the transition state
thereby contributes a valueh(E2En

J)/hr(EJ) to the disso-
ciation rate constantkd(EJ),57,58 and so we have

kd~EJ!5N~EJ!/hr~EJ!, ~2.11!

where N(EJ) is again given by Eq.~2.9! and ther(EJ)
contains a (2J11) factor.

When the states are grouped together so that all state
the sameEJa are taken to have the same position of t
transition state Eqs.~2.9! and ~2.11! yield

kd~EJ!5(
a

N~EJa!/hr~EJ!. ~2.12!

When all quantum states are taken to have the same valu
q†, Eq.~2.12! yields the usual variational RRKM expressio

kd~EJ!5N~EJ!/hr~EJ!. ~2.13!

To treat thekr
a(EJ) in Eq. ~2.1! for ozone formation we

consider an energetic ozone molecule XYZ formed fro
X1YZ with given J and in the energy range (E, E1dE) in
the center of mass system of coordinates. Thiskr

a(EJ) is
given by Eqs. ~2.8!–~2.9! for the homonuclear case
X1YY→XYY, with a superscripta added to thekr(EJ) and
N(EJ). In the heteronuclear case, X1YZ→XYZ with ZÞY,
two reaction products, XYZ* and XZY*, can form. The rate
constant for forming XYZ* then contains a weighting func
tion introduced onto the right-hand side of Eq.~2.8!, as dis-
cussed in Appendix A. The quantum numbersn of the tran-
sition state consist ofJ, its spaced-fixed projectionMJ , the
principal quantum number of the hindered rotationj, the
quantum numberV of the transition state that corresponds
the body-fixed projection ofJ along the axis of least momen
of inertia, and the vibrational quantum number of the oxyg
fragment. Before collision four appropriate quantum nu
bers of the colliding pair were the diatomic rotation quantu
number, the orbital quantum number of the colliding pa
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and their projections on space-fixed axes. They are now
placed byJMJV j . The MJ gives rise to the well known
2J11 factor in Eq.~2.8!. The sum overn is now a sum over
j and V. The vibrational quantum number of the O2 frag-
ment atq† can be taken as zero.

Thekd
a(EJ) in Eq. ~2.3! is the rate constant for dissocia

tion of the vibrationally excited XYZ* back into the incident
channel X1YZ. Modifying Eqs. ~2.8! and ~2.9!, it is given
by

kd
a~EJ!5Na~EJ!/hr~EJ!

5~1/2!(
j V

~2J11!h~E2Ej V
J,a!/hr~EJ!, ~2.14!

whereNa(EJ) is the number of quantum states in the tra
sition state of XYZ*→X•••YZ→X1YZ which arise from
this dissociation of XYZ*. The 1/2 in Eq.~2.14! occurs only
when YZ is heteronuclear.59 The sum in Eq.~2.14! over j and
V is subject to the restrictionsuVu< j and uVu<J. For the
kd

b(EJ) in Eq. ~2.4! for the dissociation of XYZ* to XY1Z,
thea in Eq. ~2.14! is replaced byb, and now the sum is ove
the j V states of the exit channelb.

C. Step-ladder model for the collisional
energy transfer

The step-ladder model is depicted schematically in F
1: only a certain amount of energyDE is transferred from an
ozone molecule to a bath molecule per collision, and ther
a ladder ofM steps for the energiesEn5E11(n21)DE, n
51,2, . . . ,M . The M is some upper cut-off beyond whic
any contribution to ozone formation is negligible.E1 is cho-
sen so that states with energies less thanE1 are sufficiently
below the dissociation threshold that their probability of
acquiring energy to dissociate is negligible. They are trea
together as a sink. The energy of this lowest stepE1 is later
varied to ensure that the calculated rate constant converg
a finite value. There exist an infinite number of sets of la

FIG. 1. The step-ladder model for the deactivation of XYZ* molecules
formed by the recombination reaction. The schematic curve is the sum o
potential energy and the local zero-point energy.
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject to A
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ders, each differing in their energy within the intervalDE.
We first obtain the solution for a single ladder which beg
with any particular energyE1 . The total rate constant is ob
tained by integrating overE1 in the intervalDE.

A deactivating collision in the step-ladder model can
written as

v~E8J8→EJ!5vdt~J8→J!d~E82E2DE!, ~2.15!

wherevd is the deactivation collision frequency, treated a
constant in the region close to the dissociation thresh
which is the region of interest. Thet(J8→J) is the transition
probability from J8 to J and equalsP(J) when a strong
collision is assumed for rotational angular momentum tra
fer. P(J) is the thermal distribution of the rotational statesJ
of XYZ at the given temperature.52 The frequencyva for
activation collisions is related tovd by microscopic revers-
ibility, and satisfies~Appendix B!

vdr~E!e2DE/kBT5var~E2DE!, r~x!5(
J

r~xJ!.

~2.16!

For a range of energies near the dissociation threshold,r(E)
is approximated by a constant, and Eq.~2.16! becomesva

5vde2DE/kBT. The total collision frequencyv in Eq. ~2.6! is
va1vd .

In a step-ladder and strong rotational collision model
population densityg(EnJ) of XYZ at EnJ, obtained from
Eqs.~2.6! and ~2.15!, satisfies

kr
a~EnJ!2@kd

a~EnJ!1kd
b~EnJ!1v#g~EnJ!

1P~J!vdgn111P~J!vagn2150, ~2.17!

in the steady-state approximation55 dg(EnJ)/dt50. Eachgn

denotes

gn5(
J

g~EnJ!. ~2.18!

Upon dividing Eq. ~2.17! by kd
a(EnJ)1kd

b(EnJ)1v and
summing overJ we obtain a one-dimensional master equ
tion:

gn5Un1Vngn111Wngn21 , ~2.19!

where

Un5(
J

kr
a~EnJ!

kd
a~EnJ!1kd

b~EnJ!1v
, ~2.20!

Vn5(
J

P~J!vd

kd
a~EnJ!1kd

b~EnJ!1v
, ~2.21!

Wn5(
J

P~J!va

kd
a~EnJ!1kd

b~EnJ!1v
. ~2.22!

The flux below the threshold is treated analytically in Appe
dix C ~cf. Ref. 60!. We next treat Eqs.~2.19!–~2.22! in the
low pressure limit.

he
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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D. Recombination at low pressures

For energiesEn above the dissociation thresholdD0 ,
there are ‘‘open’’ and ‘‘closed’’ states for dissociation, a
cording askd

a(EnJ)1kd
b(EnJ).0 or kd

a(EnJ)1kd
b(EnJ)50,

respectively. The effective dissociation barrier height fo
state depends onJ because of theJ-dependent centrifuga
barrier.61 To avoid zero denominators in the low-pressu
limit in Eqs. ~2.19!–~2.22!, it is necessary to keep track o
the two types of states.

The rate equations for the population densitygc(EnJ) of
the closed states are obtained by settingkr

a50 andkd
a1kd

b

50 in Eq.~2.17!, which now contains only collisional terms
Upon summing overJ, Eq. ~2.17! then yields

Pn
cvdgn112vgn1Pn

cvagn2152vgn
o , ~2.23!

wherePn
c is the sum ofP(J) over the closedJ states atEn ,

andgn andgn
o are given by Eqs.~2.25! and ~2.26!,

Pn
c5(

J

c

P~J!, ~2.24!

gn5gn
o1gn

c , ~2.25!

where

go5(
J

go~EnJ!, gn
c5(

J
gc~EnJ!. ~2.26!

WhenEn,D0 , the Pn
c in Eq. ~2.23! is unity, since only

closed states exist, andgn
o50. Thereby,

vdgn112vgn1vagn2150, 1,n<N21, ~2.27!

and forn51,

vdg22vg150. ~2.28!

Since states with energy less thanE1 are treated togethe
as a sink, their total population density grows at a rateS,

S5vdg1 . ~2.29!

The rate constant for the formation of a stable ozone m
ecule equals the integral ofvdg1 over the step sizeDE, and
has the usual bimolecular reaction rate constant units
~concentration!21 ~time!21. This bimolecular rate constan
itself can be a pressure-dependent pseudo-rate constan

We consider next the open states in the low-press
limit. The collision terms in Eq.~2.17! are now small com-
pared with the terms containingk’s and can be neglected, s
that for the open states we have

go~EnJ!5
kr

a~EnJ!

kd
a~EnJ!1kd

b~EnJ!
. ~2.30!

Summing Eq.~2.30! over these open states yields

gn
o5(

J

kr
a~EnJ!

kd
a~EnJ!1kd

b~EnJ!
~N<n<M !. ~2.31!

Equations~2.23! and ~2.27!–~2.29! constitute a system
of (N21)12(M2N11) linear equations for the sam
number of variables.M2N11 of these variables are give
explicitly by Eq. ~2.31!, leaving M closedgn to be deter-
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject to A
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mined from the remaining equations. An analytic relati
betweenN of the variables is given in Appendix C. Th
remaining equations yield an expression for the populat
density g1 in Eq. ~2.29!. The low-pressure recombinatio
rate constant for channela is obtained by integratingvdg1

over the step sizeDE in Appendix C:

kbi
0,a5

vd2va

Qa
S E

0

DE

(
J

r~EJ!Ya~EJ!

3e2E/kBT
v

vd1vaPo~E!
dE1E

DE

2DE

(
J

r~EJ!Ya~EJ!

3e2E/kBT
vdPc~E2DE!

vd1vaPo~E2DE!
dE1••• D , ~2.32!

where

Ya~EJ!5Na~EJ!/@Na~EJ!1Nb~EJ!# ~2.33!

is the partitioning factor,1,36,37 Po(E)512Pc(E), and
Pc(E) denotesPN

c . The states with energies higher tha
2DE have negligible contributions to Eq.~2.32! at low pres-
sures~cf. Appendix B! and can be neglected.

E. Effective rate constants and enrichments
in scrambled systems

When YZ and XY are both present we can write for t
formation of a stabilized ozone molecule of structure XY

dXYZ

dt
5kbi

0,aX•YZ1kbi
0,bZ•XY. ~2.34!

When there is a rapid equilibrium between atomic and
atomic species this equation becomes

dXYZ

dt
5kbi

eff,aX•YZ, ~2.35!

where

kbi
eff,a5kbi

0,a1kbi
0,bKex5kbi

0,a1kbi
0,b Qb

Qa
, ~2.36!

and Kex is the equilibrium constant for reaction X1YZ
Z
1XY. The kbi

eff,a appears ask6,q6
as 1kq,66

as Kex in the isotopic
enrichmentd in Refs. 36 and 37. The superscript as in t
latter denotes the formation of the asymmetric isotopome

Equations~2.32! and ~2.36! lead to

kbi
eff,a5

vd2va

Qa
S E

0

DE

(
J

r~EJ!e2E/kBT

3h@Na~EJ!1Nb~EJ!#

3
v

vd1vaPo~E!
dE

1E
DE

2DE

(
J

r~EJ!h@Na~EJ!1Nb~EJ!#

3e2E/kBT
vdPc~E2DE!

vd1vaPo~E2DE!
dED . ~2.37!
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A similar expression is obtained forkbi
eff,b , with Qa replaced

by Qb . The partitioning factorsYa and Yb defined in Eq.
~2.33! are seen to have disappeared in thekbi

eff , an exact
result, just as they did in the strong collision model of Re
36 and 37. The various enrichments are then calculated f
Eq. ~2.37! using expressions forQd andME in Refs. 36 and
37.62

F. Pressure dependence of rate constants
and enrichments

We next solve Eqs.~2.19!–~2.22! for the gn’s at any
given pressure. As long as a finitev is retained in the de-
nominators in these equations it is no longer necessary to
the open or closed labels to avoid zero denominators.

For theM-ladder system described in Fig. 1, the ozo
formation rate constant is again given by thevdg1 in Eq.
~2.29!, and a method for obtainingg1 is given in Appendix
D. In the high-pressure limit,Un , Vn , and Wn in Eqs.
~2.20!–~2.22! becomeUn5(Jkr

a(EnJ)/v, Vn5vd /v, and
Wn5va /v, respectively, and yield the usual high-pressu
recombination rate constantkbi

` ,

kbi
` 5

1

Qah (
J
E

E
Na~EJ!e2E/kBTdE. ~2.38!

G. The isotopic exchange reaction
and the hindered-rotor transition state

The rate constantkex
a of the isotopic exchange reaction

Eq. ~1.1!, is37

kex
a 5

1

hQa
(

J
E

E

Na~EJ!Nb~EJ!

Na~EJ!1Nb~EJ!
e2E/kBTdE, ~2.39!

whereQa is the partition function of the reacting pair in th
center of mass system of coordinates for channela, and
Na(b)(EJ) is the number of states of the transition state
exit channela(b) of ozone dissociation at the givenE andJ.
Each of the two exit channels has its own transition st
~TS!.

III. RESULTS

A. Isotopic exchange reaction rate constant

To implement Eq.~2.39! a potential energy surface i
needed, particularly for configurations appropriate to the h
dered rotational transition state. The longer O–O bond len
of O3

† in this region is estimated in the calculations giv
below to be in the neighborhood of 2.6 Å.Ab initio calcula-
tions of the potential energy surface for ozone have b
optimized mainly for configurations near the equilibriu
configuration or near the equilateral triangle one, wher
conical intersection occurs.63 However, an extrapolated po
tential energy surface near the transition state gives a po
result64 for the temperature coefficient of the isotopic e
change rate constant, as did an empirically modifi
version.64 The modification65 eliminated the potential energ
barrier in the extrapolated surface: The absence of a barri
clear from the observed negative temperature coefficient
the recombination and isotopic exchange rate constants
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stead, we use a very simplified model potential energy s
face in Appendix E to fit the isotopic exchange reaction r
constant at both room and low~130 K! temperatures, and
later for all other reactions. When an improved potential e
ergy surface becomes available, this approximation can
removed. A new potential energy surface has recently b
developed and used to calculate resonances.66 It will be in-
teresting to see how well its use reproduces the nega
temperature dependence of the isotopic exchange rea
rate constant.

The hindered-rotational potential in Eq.~A3! and Appen-
dix E yield elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. The energ
of the hindered rotational states are its eigenval
E(J jV;R) for the stateuJ jV&,

E~J jV;R!5
J~J11!22V2

2mR2
\21e~ j V;R!, ~3.1!

where the first term is the orbital term~cf. Appendix A! and
e( j V;R) is an eigenvalue of a two-dimensional hinder
rotor state with quantum numbersj andV. The e( j V;R) is
obtained numerically and depends onR, partly via the
hindered-rotor potentialVbend(R,u).

The hindered-rotor eigenvaluesE(J jV;R) plus a bond
fission potentialVbf(R) are plotted versusR in Fig. 2, where
they are compared with those of a free rotor for the sa
(J jV). The transition state for each quantum state is see
move to smallerR with increasingE, as expected from othe
studies.67–79 The maximum ofE(J jV;R)1Vbf(R) along R
for a state with quantum numbers (J jV) is denoted byEj V

J .
The Na(EJ) in Eq. ~2.39! is now given by

Na~EJ!5
1

2
~2J11!(

j
(
V

h~E2Ej V
J 2E0

a!, ~3.2!

where the 1/2 is absent when the YZ in XYZ*→X1YZ is
homonuclear~cf. Ref. 59!. The effect of the hindered rota

FIG. 2. The total energyE(J jV;R) of a hindered rotor state (J jV) as a
function of R for 16O•••

16O16O. The maximum of the hindered rotor state
~symbols! are shifted inward compared to that of a free rotor (J jK) ~solid
lines!, increasingly shifted with increasing (J jV).
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tional barrier is illustrated in Fig. 3, which gives a plot fo
the term NaNb /(Na1Nb) as a function of energy fo
X1YZ, ZÞY. The plot is similar to the plot ofN for a
symmetric system XXX*→X•••XX.

The rate constant for the isotopic exchange reaction
tained from Eq.~2.39! yields the results for 130 K and 300 K
in Table I, together with the experimental results and
loose transition state results. TheDE andh are absent in the
equation used for the isotopic exchange rate constant.

B. Anharmonicities and other properties

The density of states for ozoner is obtained37 from a
convolution44,45,49,80of the rotational and vibrational densit
of states. The vibration frequencies of the ozone isotopom
used in the calculation were obtained using a second-o

FIG. 3. The number of statesN as a function ofR for the recombination
reaction16O132O2→48O3 . The upper curve is obtained using free rotati
in the transition and the lower curve is obtained using the hindered-r
transition state described in Appendices A and E.
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perturbation formulation, which gives the unknown freque
cies to an accuracy of about 1 cm21.81 The present calcula
tion of density of statesr(EJ) includes anharmonicity. The
latter was obtained using vibrational quantum state ener
of 48O3 . The energy of a state with vibrational quan
(v1v2v3) is given by82

E~v1v2v3!5(
i 51

3

hcv i S v i1
1

2D1(
i 51

3

hcxii S v i1
1

2D 2

1(
j . i

(
i 51

2

hcxi j S v i1
1

2D S v j1
1

2D , ~3.3!

and is fitted to the data in Ref. 83 up to 6000 cm21. The fit84

to the vibrational frequencies is given in Fig. 4. The to
number of states in the range of 0 to 2000 cm21 above the
dissociation threshold is calculated with and without inc

or

FIG. 4. The fit of the known vibrational frequencies~Ref. 85! ~taken from
Ref. 83! of 16O16O16O using up to second-order anharmonicity correction
st three
TABLE I. Calculated and experimental rate constants.

k Reaction T~K! Expt.
Calc.

~present!
Calc.

~strong or loose!

kbi
0 a 16O 1 32O2 1 N2 → 48O3 1N2 130 4b 5.2c 7.0d

kbi}T2n 1302300 n52.6 n52.3 n50.77
300 0.5b 0.76c 3.7d

kex
e 16O 1 18O18O→ 16O18O 118O 130 5.6f 4.3g 9.2h

300 2.9f 2.7g 9.5h

kex}T2m 1302300 m50.8860.26 m50.53 m520.07
kbi

` e 16O132O2→ 48O3 130 18b 10.4i 21.7j

300 .4b 6.5i 20.6j

aUnits are 10233 cm6 s21.
bExperimental data from Hippleret al., Ref. 31.
cCalculated from Eq.~2.32! using a value of 210 cm21 for DE. h is 1.13 at 130 K. WhenDE5180 cm21 the
values are 4.1, 0.59 and whenDE5250 cm21 the values are 5.4, 1.1. The results obtained forkbi

0 andn using
a free rotor transition state are, for the weak collision case, exactly the same as those given in the fir
rows of the penultimate column in this Table.

dCalculated using the strong collision assumption.
eUnits are 10212 cm3 molecule21 s21.
fExperimental data from Wiegellet al., Ref. 30.
gCalculated from Eq.~2.39! using the hindered-rotor transition state.
hCalculated using the loose transition state.
iCalculated from Eq.~2.38! using the hindered-rotor transition state.
jCalculated from Eq.~2.38! using the loose transition state.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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sion of the anharmonicity. This 2000 cm21 is more than the
maximum range of energy needed for the present stud
ozone formation reaction. An averaged factor of 1.5 is
tained as the anharmonic correction to the harmonic den
and was taken to be the same for all ozone isotopomers

Also needed in the equations for the rate constants
the sums of states for the hindered-rotor, the partition fu
tion for the collision pair given by Eqs.~4.8!–~4.12! in Ref.
37, and the collision frequencies. The Lennard-Jones c
sion frequency is used with a unit collision efficiency and
given by Eq.~4.14! of Ref. 37.

C. Individual rate constant ratios

The individual low-pressure rate constants at 300 K
the formation of XYZ molecules are calculated for ea
channel using Eq.~2.32!. A small h-effect was assumed fo
the formation of the symmetric ozones by dividing the valu
obtained from Eq.~2.32! by h. The values ofh and ofDE
were chosen to fit two experimental low-pressure recom
nation rate constant ratios,16O118O18O/16O116O16O and
18O116O16O/18O118O18O. Using the hindered-rotor trans
tion state the valuesh51.18 andDE5210 cm21 are ob-
tained and yield the results shown in Tables II–IV and
Figs. 5 and 6. When a free rotor transition state is used
stead withh51.18 andDE5260 cm21, the results for the
rate constant ratios for these free-rotor systems at these
pressures agreed to within60.02 of the values for the
hindered-rotor usingDE5210 cm21 in Tables II and III for
all reactions.

The sensitivity of the rate constant ratio to the choice
DE was tested using other values, 180 cm21 and 250 cm21.
The calculated rate constant ratio for16O136O2

→16O18O18O/16O132O2→16O16O16O was 1.55, 1.53, and
1.50 whenDE was 180, 210, and 250 cm21, respectively.
Unless otherwise stated aDE5210 cm21 and h51.18 is
used throughout this paper for all calculations at 300 K.

D. Isotopic enrichments

Calculated results for isotopic enrichments at low pr
sures for ‘‘scrambled’’ systems with large mole fractions
heavy isotopes are given in Table V and Fig. 7. They w
obtained from individual isotopomeric rate constants us
Eqs. ~4.18a!, ~4.18b!, and ~4.26! of Ref. 36 for the
enrichments.86 The individually calculated rate constan

TABLE II. Relative rate coefficients of an atom plus homonuclear diatom
formation channels (X1 YY → XYY relative to X 1 XX → X3) at low
pressure at 300 K.

Reaction Expt.a Cal.

16O 1 36O2 / 16O1 32O2 1.53 6 0.03 1.53
17O136O2 /17O134O2 1.29 6 0.07 1.36
16O 1 34O2 / 16O1 32O2 1.23 6 0.03 1.38
17O 1 32O2 / 17O134O2 1.01 6 0.05 1.01
18O 1 34O2 /18O136O2 1.00 6 0.06 1.04
18O 1 32O2 / 18O1 36O2 0.90 6 0.03 0.90

aFrom Mauersbergeret al., Ref. 26.
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used for the enrichment calculations are listed in Tables
and IV. Results are also given in Fig. 7 usingh51 for
comparison withh51.18.

E. Pressure effect on the enrichment 18d
and individual rate constant ratios

The rate constants for reactions16O118O18O
→16O18O18O and18O118O18O→18O18O18O were calculated

TABLE III. Reaction rate coefficients for ozone formation processes rela
to 16O 1 32O2→ 48O3 at low pressure.

Reaction Expt.a Calc.

16O 1 16O16O 1.00 1.00
17O 1 17O17O 1.02 1.02
18O 1 18O18O 1.03 1.03
18O 1 16O16O 0.93 0.93
17O 1 16O16O 1.03 1.03
18O 1 17O17O 1.03 1.07
17O 1 18O18O 1.31 1.39
16O 1 17O17O 1.23 1.38
16O 1 18O18O 1.53 1.53
16O 1 16O17O b 1.17 1.19
16O 1 16O18O b 1.27 1.25
17O 1 16O17O b 1.11 1.04
17O 1 17O18O b 1.21 1.20
18O 116O18O b 1.01 0.99
18O 1 17O18O b 1.09 1.05
16O 1 17O18O b — 1.43
17O 1 16O18O b — 1.21
18O 1 16O17O b — 1.01

aFrom Mauersbergeret al., Ref. 26, at room temperature.
bThis rate constant here is the sum of both channels, X1 YZ → XYZ and
X1YZ→ XZY. Each of the rate constants were calculated separately, w
the non-RRKM correction applied to any symmetric channel.

TABLE IV. Reaction rate coefficients for asymmetric and symmetric ch
nels of recombination reactions, relative to16O 1 16O2→ 16O3 at low pres-
sure.

Reaction Expt.a Calc.

Symmetric products
16O117O16O→ 16O17O16O — 0.51
16O118O16O→ 16O18O16O 0.5460.01 0.52
17O116O17O→ 17O16O17O — 0.51
17O118O17O→ 17O18O17O — 0.51
18O116O18O→ 18O16O18O 0.5260.01 0.52
18O117O18O→ 18O17O18O — 0.52
Asymmetric productsb
18O117O16O→ 18O17O16O — 0.47
18O118O16O→ 18O18O16O 0.4660.03 0.47
17O118O16O→ 17O18O16O — 0.52
17O117O16O→ 17O17O16O — 0.53
18O118O17O→ 18O18O17O — 0.53
18O116O17O→ 18O16O17O — 0.53
17O116O18O→ 17O16O18O — 0.70
16O116O17O→ 16O16O17O — 0.68
17O117O18O→ 17O17O18O — 0.70
16O118O17O→ 16O18O17O — 0.69
16O116O18O→ 16O16O18O 0.7360.02 0.74
16O117O18O→ 16O17O18O — 0.74

aFrom Janssenet al., Ref. 27. See also Ref. 85 for a definition of the valu
used for the particular rate constant.

bReactions are ordered in the sequence of an increasing zero-point e
difference.
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as a function of pressure and used to obtain the pres
dependence of the rate constant ratios,k6,88/k6,66 and
k8,66/k8,88. The calculated and experimental results are co
pared in Fig. 8.

Recombination rate constants for the reactions16O
116O18O→16O16O18O, 16O116O18O→16O18O16O and 18O
116O16O→16O16O18O were also obtained as a function
the pressure, and used to calculate the pressure depen
of the enrichment of the isotopic combination16O18O16O
116O16O18O, using Eq.~4.18a! of Ref. 36. The experimenta
and calculated results are compared in Fig. 9.

F. Temperature effect on isotopic enrichments
and on individual rate constant ratios

Both h andDE can in principle be temperature depe
dent, and data on two Y1XX→YXX reactions at a second

FIG. 5. A comparison of calculated and experimental~Ref. 26! ratios of the
recombination rate constants,kX1YY /kX1XX , at 300 K.

FIG. 6. A comparison of calculated and experimental~Ref. 26! ratios of the
recombination rate constants,kX1YZ /k6166 , at 300 K. Some of the experi
mental rate constants are ‘‘derived quantities.’’26
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temperature are needed to determine that dependence. I
current absence of such data, we assume thatDE is relatively
temperature independent in the interval 140–300 K and t
fit the experimental enrichment of16O16O18O at 140 K. We
obtain anh51.13 at 140 K. Predicted rate constant ratios
recombinations at 140 K are given in Table VI, usingh
51.13 andDE5210 cm21.

G. Recombination rate constant for 16O¿32O2\
48O3

The rate constant for the recombination reaction16O
132O2→48O3 is calculated using the hindered-rotor and, f
comparison, the free rotor, transition states, together with
weak collision assumption and the step-ladder energy tra
fer model. The calculated values ofkbi

0 given in Table I are
compared there with the experimental values and with res
obtained from the strong collision model. For comparis
with the results forDE5210 cm21, values ofDE of 180 and
250 cm21 were also used and are given in Table I, footnotec.
In the case of16O132O2→ 48O3 the results using a free roto
~‘‘loose’’ ! transition state are found to be the same as th
obtained using a hindered-rotor transition state and the s
DE: The values ofkbi

0 for the free rotor are 5.2310212 cm26

TABLE V. Calculated and experimental isotopic enrichments at 300 K.

Isotope combination Experimenta Calc.b ~%!

16O16O16O 0.0 0.0
17O17O17O 21.8 22.1
18O18O18O 24.6 24.7
16O16O17O c 11.3 12.3
16O16O18O c 13.0 12.7
17O17O16O c 12.1 12.2
17O17O18O c 9.5 10.4
18O18O16O c 14.4 12.7
18O18O17O c 8.3 9.2
16O17O18O c 18.1 17.4

aExperimental data at 300 K are from Mauersbergeret al., Ref. 26.
bCalculated from Eqs.~4.18a!, ~4.18b!, and~4.26! of Part I. The definition of
enrichment is given by Eq.~4.13! there.

cEnrichment is for all possible isotopomers.

FIG. 7. Experimental26 ~gray bars! and calculated isotopic enrichments fo
scrambled systems enriched in heavy isotopes at 300 K, withh51.18~dark
bars! andh51 ~light bars!, respectively.
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s21 at 130 K and 0.76310212 cm26 s21 at 300 K, using the
h51.13 obtained at 130 K in Sec. IV F, in exact agreem
with the hindered rotor results in Table I.

The pressure dependence of the rate constant for th
action16O132O2→48O3 was calculated at 130 K and 300
using the methods described in Sec. II. The experimental
calculated pressure dependence are compared in Fig. 1

IV. DISCUSSION

A. The effects of symmetry

There is reasonable agreement in Figs. 5–9 for the ra
of the recombination rate constants for the formation of
ozone isotopomers, the enrichments, and for the pressur

FIG. 9. The pressure dependence of the enrichment18d. The filled diamonds
are the experimental results~Ref. 28! and the solid line gives the calculate
results using the hindered-rotor transition state.

FIG. 8. The pressure dependence of the ratios of recombination rate
stants. The filled circles and triangles are the experimental results~Ref. 28!
for the rate constant ratios of18O132O2→18O16O16O and 18O136O2

→54O3 , and 16O136O2→18O18O16O and 16O132O2→48O3 , respectively.
The solid lines are the calculated results using the hindered-rotor trans
state.
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fects. Two ‘‘symmetry driven’’ isotopic effects occur:~1! the
difference in zero-point energies of the two exit channels
the asymmetric isotopomers causes the partitioning fac
Ya andYb to differ from 1/2, resulting in a large unconven
tional mass-dependent effect for the rate constant ratio
unscrambled systems.~2! An h-effect (h>1.18 at 300 K!
also occurs, reducing the recombination rate for the symm
ric isotopomers XYX at low pressures. The possible origin
the h-effect is a larger deviation from RRKM behavior fo
the symmetric species1,36,37 or a collisional effect:1,87,88 In
principle, the lower density of states of symmetric molecu
could make the collisional energy transfer less efficient
these molecules and thus makev smaller. Since a collisiona
frequency, such asv, andr occur as a product in the expre
sions for the rate constants, one may not be able to dis
guish between an effect onr and an effect onv on the basis
of current kinetic data alone. Experiments discussed la

TABLE VI. Temperature effect on enrichments and rate constant ratios

Cal.
~140 K!

Expt.
~140K!a

Cal.
~300 K!

Expt.
~300K!b

h 1.13c 2 1.18d 2
16O116O18O/16O116O16O 0.75 2 0.74 0.73
18O116O16O/16O116O16O 0.83 2 0.93 0.93
16O118O16O/16O116O16O 0.52 2 0.52 0.54
Enrichment of16O16O18O 8.2% 8.3% 12.7% 13.0%
16O118O18O/16O116O16O 1.53 2 1.53 1.53
18O118O16O/16O116O16O 0.44 2 0.47 0.46
18O116O18O/16O116O16O 0.52 2 0.52 0.52
Enrichment of16O18O18O 3.0% 2 14.1% 14.4%
18O118O18O/16O116O16O 1.03 2 1.03 1.03
Enrichment of18O18O18O 216.6% 2 24.7% 24.6%

aExperimental results are taken from Ref. 12.
bExperimental results are taken from Ref. 26.
cObtained by fitting the experimental value of the isotopic enrichment
16O16O18O at 140 K.

dObtained by fitting the experimental value of two rate constant rat
16O118O18O/16O116O16O and18O116O16O/18O118O18O, at 300 K.

n-

on

FIG. 10. The pressure dependence of the recombination rate constan
16O132O2→48O3 at 130 K and 300 K. The units are 10212

cm23 molecule21 s21. The experimental data are taken from Ref. 31.
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would distinguish them. In the meanwhile from an ope
tional viewpoint the precise origin ofh does not affect the
present predictions.

B. Weak collision aspect and temperature effect

The present weak collision assumption provides an
planation of the large negative temperature dependenc
the recombination rate constant at low pressures. The ex
mental rate constant for16O132O2→48O3 at 300 K in Table
I is about 8 times slower than that at 130 K, and the we
collision model@Eq. ~2.32!# yields a factor of 6 at low pres
sures. In contrast, when a strong collision assumption
used, the calculated ratio is less than 2. In the present th
the large observed negative temperature coefficient
arises from the fact that at the higher temperatures m
energetic ozone states are populated but only a smaller
tion can be stabilized by a single collision whenDE is small.

When the weak collision assumption is used it was s
in Table I ~footnote c! that the choice of transition state fo
16O132O2→48O3 has effectively no effect on the low
pressure recombination rate constant and on its tempera
dependence: The weak collision permits only ozone st
with low energies to be stabilized in a single collision, and
low energy the transition state is largely ‘‘loose.’’ Thus, t
free rotor transition state theory and the more realis
hindered-rotor theory yield similar results.

The individual rate constants at low pressures are de
mined approximately by the integral of (vd

2va)(JrYae2E/kBT over energy, as in Eq.~2.32!. The latter
integral depends on the transition state via the partition
factor Ya . In the case of a symmetric molecule, the ra
reduces to a heaviside step functionh(Na) multiplied by 1/2,
and is then relatively insensitive to the choice of the tran
tion state. This behavior is easily understood using Fig.
In this figure the free and hindered-rotor transition states
compared for the effective density of states(Jr(EJ)h(Na)
for the formation of48O3 . Due to the weak collision effec

FIG. 11. The effective density of states(Jr(EJ)h@N(EJ)# as a function of
R for the recombination reaction16O132O2→48O3 , whereh is the unit step
function. The dashed and solid curves are obtained using free rotor
hindered-rotor transition states, respectively. TheE’s are given relative to
the lowest state of the separated O and O2 .
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they differ very little, especially at energies lower than 3
cm21. As a result, the calculated recombination rate cons
for a symmetric molecule is almost independent of the nat
of the transition state at low pressures.

The effect of pressure on an asymmetric reaction
somewhat different: For an asymmetric molecule, theYa de-
pends on the functional form ofN’s. The ratios of rate con-
stants for the two different entrance channels thereby sho
somewhat greater dependence on the nature of the trans
state. In particular the low-pressure experimental results
the rate constant ratios could be fitted using the free ro
transition state, but usingDE5260 cm21 instead ofDE
5210 cm21 for the hindered-rotor transition state. An expl
nation for the best fitDE being smaller for the hindered-roto
transition state is given in Ref. 89.

Since the negative temperature dependence of the
combination rate constant at low pressures for16O132O
→48O3 in the present model is mainly due to the small val
of DE,90 one expects the negative temperature coefficien
be less when this collisional deactivation of ozone does
affect the rate. Indeed, theDE is absent in Eq.~2.39! for the
isotopic exchange reaction and the experimental ratio of
exchange rate constants at 130 K and 300 K for16O118O18O
→16O18O118O is about 1.9. It is substantially smaller tha
the experimental factor of 8 found for the low-pressure
combination. In terms of aT2m behavior of the rate constan
the coefficientm obtained in the present calculations is 0.
for the isotopic exchange reaction, and 2.2 for the lo
pressure recombination reaction, as compared with the
perimental values of 0.8860.26 and 2.6, respectively. In th
case of isotopic exchange reaction, the negative tempera
dependence in the present theory arises from the increas
hindered rotation with increasingT, due to the well known
tightening effect of the transition state with increasi
temperature.67–79

The pressure dependence of the ozone recombinatio
action was studied experimentally for the reacti
16O132O2→48O3 at various temperatures. However, only
temperatures below 160 K was a simple unimolecular re
tion dependence on pressure observed. At higher temp
tures there is a sudden rise in a log–log plot of the ra
pressure curves at very high pressures, whose sourc
uncertain.31 Nevertheless, the data do indicate a less nega
temperature dependence at higher pressures than that a
pressures.31

C. Ratios of recombination rate constants

The isotopic effect on the ratios of the individual recom
bination rate constants at 300 K is dramatic. The rate c
stant for the channel with the lower zero-point energy for
fragments is substantially larger than that for the other ch
nel. The weak collision enters importantly into the explan
tion, since the calculated differences in the rate constant
tios at 300 K are too small in the strong collision limit.37 The
reason is that the higher energy states are now accessib
recombination in the strong collision limit, and they ha
Ya'1/2. For example, the calculated ratios of the rate c
stants for 16O118O18O→16O18O18O/16O132O2→48O3 and
18O118O16O→16O18O18O/16O132O2→48O3 are 1.27 and

nd
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0.58, respectively, when the strong collision is used. Th
results differ relatively little from 1.18 and 0.59, the ratio
expected from anh-effect alone.

Insight into how a small difference in zero-point ener
can produce a large difference in a rate constant ratio
provided by Fig. 12. The J-averaged quantity
(Jre2E/kBTYa /(Jr is plotted there as a function ofE. For a
better understanding of how a small difference between
zero-point energies dramatically influencesYa andYb at the
relevant energies plots are given in Fig. 13 using a sim
model for Na and Nb : The Na (Nb) is assumed to be a
quadratic function ofE2Ea(Eb) with Ea (Eb) being the
threshold energy for dissociation via channela (b). This
approximate quadratic behavior ofNa and Nb above the

FIG. 12. Density-weighted partitioning factors(Jr(EJ)Ya,b /(Jr(EJ) are
plotted vs energy. The zero of the energy atJ50 is that for the channel with
the smaller zero-point energy. The solid lines and the triangles are obta
using free rotor and hindered-rotor transition states, respectively.

FIG. 13. Density-weighted partitioning factors,(Jr(EJ)Yb(EJ)/(Jr(EJ),
are plotted vs energy. The points are the same as in Fig. 12 for the ch
with a larger zero-point energy, channelb.
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threshold is readily understood in terms of a crude mode91

Because of the quadratic behavior a small difference of
zero-point energy causes a relatively large difference
tween the rate constants for the two channels, even for e
gies up to 300 cm21, since it magnifies the effect of th
differences in the partitioning factorsYa andYb , as seen in
Fig. 13.

D. Pressure effects

Pressure effects were investigated for the18O enrichment
in the 16O16O18O116O18O16O,28 the rate constant ratios
k16,1818/k16,1616andk18,1616/k18,1818,

28 and the formation rate
constant of48O3.31 The experimental and calculated resu
are in reasonable agreement~Figs. 8–10!. Some discrepancy
exists between the calculated and experimental results fo
pressure effect on the recombination rate constant for16O
132O→48O in Fig. 10. Its origin is presently speculative.92

A striking feature of the pressure effects is that the eff
on the rate constant ratiok16,1818/k16,1616and on the enrich-
ment is evident at pressures lower than that on the16O
116O16O recombination rate constant: A large effect of pre
sure on the first two is apparent at 102 Torr, but that onk6,66

rec

becomes evident only at 104 Torr ~cf. Figs. 8–10!. Some
insight into this difference in pressure effects is obtained
noting that the rate constant ratios in Fig. 8 and the enri
ments in Fig. 9 are each the ratios of two slopes of r
constant versus pressure plots, since both the numerato
denominator in each are proportional tov at low pressures.
Changes in slopes are more easily detected than any d
tion from linearity of a logkbi versus log pressure curve, a
can also be seen from their comparison in Fig. 14.

The pressure effect seen in Fig. 8 for 8166/6166 can be
understood as follows: An 866* molecule formed from ab
channel 8166 can dissociate via two exits at any given e
ergy above the dissociation threshold, just as a 666* can.
There are two opposing effects of increasing pressure on
ratio: It increasesYb because of increased mean energy
the increased pressure decreases theh-effect and hence de

ed

nel

FIG. 14. Results for a model for the pressure effects on the rate constan
the rate constant ratios, (k6,68

as 1k8,66
as )/k6,66. The high-pressure limit for the

recombination rate constant is taken as 2310211 cm23 s21. The curves are
described in the text.
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creases the ratio. The net ratio of rate constants is then
most pressure-independent.93 In contrast, when a 688* is
formed from ana channel 6188, the 688* can dissociate a
low energies only via one exit channel, 6188, and so its
mean lifetime is longer than that of 666* . The ratio of their
rate constants is therefore high at low pressures. The pres
effects of aYa decreasing to 1/2~higher energy! and a de-
creasingh-effect now reinforce each other. Thus, the 6188/
6166 ratio decreases substantially with increased press
as in Fig. 8.

The ratio kbi
eff/kbi

sym, given by *0
`v(Na1Nb)/@v1(Na

1Nb)/hr#/*0
`vN/@v1(N)/r#, whereN52Na , is plotted

in Fig. 14 as a function of pressure.94 The results forh51
andh51.18 are contrasted there for the rate constant ra
and show, thereby, that theh-effect is essential for interpret
ing the large pressure dependence of the enrichment.
contribution to the enrichment from the symmetric term su
as thek6,q6

s /k6,66
s in Eq. ~2.13! of Ref. 36 is approximately

pressure-independent and so does not contribute to the
sure effect. The dependence of enrichment on pressur
Fig. 9 is also observed in a strong collision calculatio
While a strong collision model is inadequate for treatingYa

or Yb alone and hence for treating the effect of pressure
the individual rate constant ratios, it is found to be adequ
for the enrichment, since the latter involves theY’s only via
the sum,Ya1Yb , which is unity, and so does not influenc
the pressure effect. The pressure effect on the enrichme
16O18O18O118O16O18O is also calculated in the prese
study, and compared in Fig. 15 with the pressure depend
of the enrichment of16O16O18O116O18O16O.

E. The potential energy surface, h, and DE

Most of the important experimental results in the pres
study are obtained at the low-pressure limit, and so are
tunately relatively insensitive to the type of transition sta
and thus to the details of the potential energy surface. F
ther, the transition state is almost loose for low energy sta
which are the only important states in the weak collisi

FIG. 15. A comparison between the calculated pressure dependence
enrichment of50O3 , namely 16O16O18O and 16O18O18O ~i.e., 16O16O18O
116O18O16O and16O18O18O118O16O18O).
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case. In contrast, the temperature dependence of the iso
exchange reaction rate constant is sensitive to the pote
energy surface. It does not suffer the complicated behavio
the high-pressure recombination rate constant, and so
used to provide an ‘‘effective’’ potential energy surface. T
latter was in turn used in the calculation of the recombinat
reaction rate constants. Repeating the calculations whe
improved potential energy surface is published would be
interest.

Most of the experimental data treated in the pres
study are obtained at 300 K and theh and DE for this
temperature were chosen to fit the two rate constant ra
16O118O18O/16O116O16O and 18O116O16O/18O118O18O.
They were then applied to obtain all other reaction rate c
stants, and from them, the isotopic enrichments. It would
desirable to have similar data on these two rate constan
tios at other temperatures, which would provide informati
on the temperature dependence ofh andDE in the present
model. Currently, experimental results in the temperat
range of 140 to 373 K, have been reported for the tempe
ture dependence of the enrichment of16O16O18O.12 We ob-
tained anh of 1.13 at 140 K by fitting the experimenta
enrichment18d, assumingDE5210 cm21. It yields the pre-
dictions in Table VI.

The 210 cm21 for DE and other values in the range 18
to 250 cm21 gave reasonable agreement with experiment
the rate constant for the low-pressure recombination reac
of 16O132O2→48O3 at both 130 K and 300 K and gave th
correct negative temperature dependence of the latter. T
values ofDE are also not inconsistent with classical traje
tory energy transfer studies for highly excited ozone m
ecules: In classical trajectory studies on the collisional
ergy transfer between highly energetic ozone molecules
Ar, He, and N2, it was found that an averaged magnitude
the energy transferred per collision~but both deactivation
and activation collisions are counted! is about 0.4kBT at
2500 K ~;600 cm21! and 0.5–0.6kBT at 500 K ~;200
cm21!.95

It would be particularly helpful to obtainDE andh in-
dependently. For example, in a pump–dump laser exp
ment or a direct overtone experiment a vibrationally-exci
ozone molecule could be produced in the ground electro
state with an energy just above the threshold. The real-t
behavior of the dissociating ozone could be studied to se
it were bi- or multi-exponential rather than single expone
tial. Again if an asymmetric isotopomer such as16O16O18O
were studied similarly, measurement of the ratio of the yie
of 16O16O and 16O18O in real time would provide a direc
measure of the partitioning effect and its energy depende
Direct studies ofDE would be helpful, but of the smal
amounts ofDE rather than of the rare ‘‘supercollisions
studied in the vibrational energy transfer to CO2.96

From a theoretical viewpoint classical trajectories c
reveal the biexponentiality, as reported recently by Schin
and co-workers.66 For theh-factor, however, suitably rota
tionally averaged and state-averaged quantum mechanica
sults may be needed. In this case one should treat not
states produced in scattering calculations but also state

the
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ozone which might be nondissociative even they satisfy
(EJ) requirement for dissociation.

If the h-effect reflected a long-lived region of the pha
space of ozone, or in quantum mechanical terms long-li
resonances, then at sufficiently low pressures they too wo
contribute to recombination and causeh to approach unity.
Only if some long-lived states were completely decoup
dynamically from the dissociation products wouldh differ
from unity at very low pressures. However, studies at l
pressure can be complicated by increased participation
wall reactions.

In contrast, if theh-effect is due to collisions then n
approach ofh to unity would be expected at very reduce
pressures. Of course, at sufficiently low pressures a sta
zation would occur by a radiative rather than by a collisio

We have formulated the present theory so as to be m
general than for ozone formation. A mass-independent
richment may occur via a transfer of ozone effect to ot
molecules, such as possibly in CO2, via O31hn→O2

1O(1D) followed by O(1D)1CO2→O(3P)1CO2. It may
also occur directly via reactions such as O1SiO→OSiO* or
O1XOn→XOn11* , where X is another element, and th
product XOn* is symmetric. The latter may be stable or u
stable species. Similar remarks apply to sulphides, suc
S1XS→SXS*, and the stabilized SXS could also undergo
further chemical reaction. The field of recombination of is
topically symmetric or a symmetric intermediates has
promise of providing a very rich one for further experimen
and theoretical investigation, with implications for atm
spheres as well as for meteorites.2
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APPENDIX A: THE EIGENVALUES OF
A HINDERED ROTOR

For the orbital-hindered rotational part of the Ham
tonian, we use body-fixed axes with the line of centersR
between the atom and the diatomic molecule serving as
body-fixedz-axis. Apart from the kinetic energy for the ra
dial coordinateR, the HamiltonianH can be written as

H5S j2

2I
1

l2

2mR2D \21V~r ,R,u!, ~A1!

wherej2 is the operator for the square of the angular mom
tum for the diatomic molecule,I moment of inertia of the
latter, l2 the operator of the square of the orbital angu
momentum,R the distance between the atom and the cen
of mass of the diatomic fragment,r the instaneous bond
length of that fragment, andu the angle betweenR andr , the
vector along the axis of the diatomic molecule. We transfo
from a space-fixedu j lm jml& representation to another spac
fixed u j lJM j& representation,97–100and then from the latter to
a body-fixed representationu jJM jV&, whereV is the com-
ponent ofJ along the body-fixedz-axis. Sincel is perpen-
dicular to the body-fixedz-axis, theV is also the componen
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of j along thisz-axis. In this representationj2 and J2 are
diagonal, but notl2. In terms ofJ and j we have

l25~J2 j !•~J2 j !5J222j•J1 j2. ~A2!

In body-fixed componentsj "J is j zJz1 j xJx1 j yJy . It equals
j zJz1 j 1J21 j 2J1 , whereJ65Jx6 iJy , and similarly for
j 6 . They are the usual raising and lowering operators. In
matrix ^ j 8V8uHu j V& in the body-fixedu j V& representation
the JMJ is suppressed for notational brevity. There is a w
known result for the elements diagonal inV(V85V),97–100

H j V, j 8V5^ j VuHu j 8V&

5F j ~ j 11!

2I
1

J~J11!1 j ~ j 11!22V2

2mR2 G
3\2d j j 81Vj V, j 8V . ~A3!

For the elements off-diagonal inV (V8ÞV) we have97–100

H j V, j 8V85^ j VuHu j 8V8&

52
\2

2mR2
@J~J11!2VV8#1/2

3@ j ~ j 11!2VV8#1/2d j j 8dV8V61 . ~A4!

The potential energy matrix elements in the body-fixed fra
Vj V, j 8V are given by

Vj V, j 8V5E E Yj V* V~r ,R,u!Yj 8Vd~cosu!df, ~A5!

where theY’s are spherical harmonics. Integration is imm
diately made overf. For any givenV the conditions on the
matrix elements are that

j >uVu, J>uVu, ~A6!

and similarly when these quantities have primes.
In calculating the energy levels of the transition state,

neglect the elements off-diagonal inV (V8ÞV), and so
diagonalize the matrix by settinguH j V, j 8V2Ed j j 8u50. The
neglect of off-diagonal elements (V8ÞV) in treating the
radial motion of the two reactants has been termed in
collision dynamics literature the ‘‘j z-conserving,’’ ‘‘coupled
state,’’ or ‘‘centrifugal decoupling’’ approximation.100 Typi-
cally a zeroth-order body-fixed description is better at sh
separation distancesR than the space-fixed, and vice versa
largeR.98 At very large initialR, V is the projection ofj and
of J along the initial wave vectork, the initial line of the
centers. The evolution ofV asR decreases is of much inter
est in a full collision dynamics calculation, but for our st
tistical calculation we are principally interested in the acc
sibility of the quantum states rather than in the detai
coupling between states of differentV ’s.

When YZ in X1YZ is heteronuclear, the two channe
in any staten of the hindered rotor transition state a
X1YZ→X•••YZ→XYZ or XZY. They should each be
weighted by the square of the hindered-rotor wavefuncti
integrated over the solid angle leading to the respective p
uct 2p for each product. Ultimately we plan to make such
calculation, but for the present paper we adopted a sim
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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though more approximate approach which does not invo
these integrated wavefunctions, as in the use of the wei
ing factor of 1/2 in Eqs.~2.14! and ~3.2!.

In the present formulation we have usedR as the reac-
tion coordinate. It is known that when the transition sta
becomes sufficiently tight the distance between the ato
becomes a better approximation to the reaction coordin
because it provides a deeper minimum ofN(q) at
q5q†.77–79 The Hamiltonian then becomes more comp
cated, however. Thus, even with an accurate potential en
surface the use ofR as a reaction coordinate would not ne
essarily give an accurate value ofNEJ in the transition state

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF EQ. „2.11…

From Eq.~2.15! we have

v~E8J8→EJ!5vdt~J8→J!d~E82E2DE! ~B1!

and

v~EJ→E8J8!5vat~J→J8!d~E2E81DE!. ~B2!

Because of microscopic reversibility we have

(
J8J

v~E8J8→EJ!r~E8J8!e2E8/kBT

5(
J8J

v~EJ→E8J8!r~EJ!e2E/kBT. ~B3!

When the strong collision is introduced for the trans
of rotational energy one obtains

(
J8J

vdd~E82E2DE!r~E8J8!e2E8/kBT~2J11!

3e2EJ /kBT5(
J8J

vad~E2E81DE!r~EJ!

3e2E/kBT~2J811!e2EJ8/kBT, ~B4!

i.e.,

vdd~E82E2DE!(
J8

r~E1DE,J8!e2(E1DE)/kBT

5vad~E2E81DE!(
J

r~EJ!e2E/kBT, ~B5!

and so

vd(
J8

e2DE/kBTr~E1DE,J8!5va(
J

r~EJ!. ~B6!

This result yields Eq.~2.16! of the text.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF THE LOW-PRESSURE
RECOMBINATION RATE CONSTANT

The states above the dissociation threshold are divi
into open and closed states, and their steady-state equa
are given by Eqs.~2.23! and ~2.31!, respectively. The state
below the dissociation threshold contain only closed sta
with population densities described by Eqs.~2.27!–~2.28!.
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We combine these equations for anM-ladder system with
N21 of them below the dissociation threshold.

To derive Eq.~2.32! and higher approximations, we firs
consider the regionEn,D0 . From Eq.~2.27! we have

vdgn112vgn1vagn2150. ~C1!

The flux S is given by Eq.~2.29! and is also given by

S5vdgn112vagn5vdg1 ~1<n<N21!. ~C2!

When multiplied by (vd /va)n the first half of Eq.~C2! can
be rewritten as

~vd /va!nS5va@~vd /va!n11gn112~vd /va!ngn#.
~C3!

Upon summing overn from 1 to p, where p<N21, we
obtain

S5
~vd2va!gp11

12~va /vd!p
5vdg1 ~1,p<N21!. ~C4!

To make contact with the formalism in a recent paper60 we
note that Eq.~C4! can be rewritten in terms of a diffusio
coefficientkdiff

N defined in~3.16! there. In the present notatio
it is

kdiff
N 5vd / (

n51

N

~va /vd!n21

[~vd2va!/@12~va /vd!N#. ~C5!

Thus, the fluxS in Eq. ~C4! can be written as thekdiff
N gN , as

also in Eq.~3.15! of Ref. 60.
We next consider the derivation of Eq.~2.32!. For that

purpose we truncate the Eqs.~2.23! by settinggN1250. This
system of Eqs.~2.23! then reads as

2vgN111PN11
c vagN52vgN11

o , ~C6!

PN
c vdgN112vgN1PN

c vagN2152vgN
o . ~C7!

The population densitygN11 can be eliminated from the two
equations, yielding

~v2PN
c PN11

c vavd /v!gN2PN
c vdgN21

5PN
c vdgN11

o 1vgN
o . ~C8!

When Eqs.~C4! for p5N21 andN22 are introduced into
Eq. ~C8!, and when we writegN>gN215S/(vd2va), Eq.
~C8! yields, to an adequate approximation,

S5
vgN

o 1PN
c vdgN11

o ~vd2va!

va1PN
o vd2PN

c PN21
c vavd /v

. ~C9!

Typically, the product of thePc’s in the denominator can be
neglected~cf. Fig. 16!, yielding Eq.~2.32! upon integration
over E.

APPENDIX D: SOLUTION OF THE RECOMBINATION
RATE CONSTANT AT AN ARBITRARY PRESSURE

The solution forg1 can be written as the ratio betwee
the determinants of the matricesB and A, where the
elements of A are A( i ,i )51 (i 51,2,...,M ), A( i ,i 21)
52Vi( i 52,3...,M ), A( i 11,i )52Wi( i 51,2,...,M21),
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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and all other elements vanish, theVi andWi being defined in
Eqs.~2.21!–~2.22!. Thus,A is a tridiagonal band matrix. The
elements ofB are the same as those ofA, except for those in
the first column, which areB( i ,1)5Ui , the Ui being given
by Eq.~2.20!. The elements of bothA andB are functions of
energy. TheB andA thus differ from theB andA defined in
Appendix B.

The rate constant can then be obtained as an inte
over all energies in the range of 0 toDE:

kbi5E
0

DE

vduBu/uAudE. ~D1!

The uBu/uAu in Eq. ~D1! contains a sum of termsEM1n , n
51,2,3,... .

APPENDIX E: THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

A model potential101 V(R,r ,u)5Vb f(R)1Vbend(R;u) is
used, whereR is the center to center distance between
oxygen atom and the fragment oxygen molecule. TheR
serves as the reaction coordinate,u is the angle between th
line along the axis of the diatomic molecule and the line
the centers of mass of the two collision particles,Vbf(R) is a
bond–fission potential, andVbend(R,u) is a bending poten-
tial. The dependence ofV(R,r ,u) on the variation in bond
length r of each given fragment oxygen molecule is n
glected. TheVbf(R) is chosen to be2C6 /R6 for large R,
using theC6527.6 eV Å6 obtained from the collision cross
section for O1O2.

102 For smallR’s, Vbf(R) is chosen to be a
Morse potential function,103 Vbf(R)5D@12exp(2b(R
2Re)#

2,101 where the dissociation energyD59107 cm21,53

b52.88 Å21,104 and the equilibrium value ofR, Re51.667
Å.53 The two Vbf’s are matched atR52.6 Å. The bending
potential is chosen to be105

Vbend~R;u!5VR~12cos4 u!,
~E1!

VR5V0 exp@2a~R2R0!#.

The parameters are chosen to be the isotopic exchange
tion rate constant at 300 K and its temperature depende

FIG. 16. Pc is plotted as a function of energy.
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are roughly consistent with the experimental values. Wh
R0 is taken as 2.6 Å,V0 has a value of 0.35 eV, anda is 5.5
Å21. For a comparison, some calculations are in progr
using the potential energy surface given in Ref. 65.
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